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General Books. Paperback. Book Condition: New. This item is printed on demand. Paperback. 46
pages. Dimensions: 9.7in. x 7.4in. x 0.1in.This historic book may have numerous typos and missing
text. Purchasers can download a free scanned copy of the original book (without typos) from the
publisher. Not indexed. Not illustrated. 1864 Excerpt: . . . In considering miracles more
controversially, there is one method of treatment against which we should specially be-on our
guard, since it is flattering to intellectual pride. This method professes to retain Scripture, but to
reconcile it in all respects with ordinary experience--in short, to make it probable. It takes those
parts of the volume which it does not like and explains them away. It has a little store of reagents
under which the sacred narrative soon disintegrates; some parts disappear as allegories, others as
mistakes of interpreters; more as errors in manuscript, or as spoken by the individual writer from
himself. Difficulties are easily thus disposed of, and at last there remains as the result a word of
God purged of all that could offend any ones incredulity. There are some not ill-disposed men who
allow themselves to be led into this trap without understanding...
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ReviewsReviews

Unquestionably, this is the finest work by any publisher. I really could comprehended every little thing using this published e book. You will not sense
monotony at anytime of your respective time (that's what catalogs are for regarding should you question me).
-- Joe Kessler-- Joe Kessler

These kinds of ebook is almost everything and got me to seeking ahead of time plus more. It really is filled with wisdom and knowledge I discovered this
book from my i and dad advised this publication to learn.
-- Sonny Bergstrom-- Sonny Bergstrom
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